
Glaswegian Maneuvers 
 
Well they weren't really maneuvers, but the annual  Range Firing 
Exercise of a notable Scots Regiment stationed in Germany.   I found  
myself there by the accident of  the Regiment's Soccer Team having 
reached the finals of the Army  Championship at Aldershot, and as 
most of its players were junior officers, they needed Territorial Army 
subalterns to make up the required numbers for live firing exercises. 
 
In those days the Army had its own fleet of ancient prop planes 
(Brittanias I think) to ferry staff between Germany and the UK and 
these were equipped with similar seating and lack of facilities to those 
that ferried Pilgrims to Mecca.   Knowing the entrepreneurial abilities 
of British Army Quartermaster Officers they may well have been the 
same planes.   I arrived deafened and bemused to be met by a trews-
clad corporal  who only spoke the deep dialect of Glasgow which 
bemused me even more.   He eventually got through to me that we 
would have to make a detour to the barracks just outside Iserlohn as 
the previous night there had been a town-wide affray when, deep in 
drink, the Canadian Black Watch had met the Highland Black Watch 
in mortal fraternal combat.  My assigned Regiment had stepped in  to 
take on the remnants of the Black Watches, who they apparently 
regarded as “soft pussies”.    The town was still locked down and in the 
possession of the Military Police. 
 
When we arrived, late in the evening, the barracks looked like the 
Gorbal's magistrates court on a Monday morning with  injured and half 
sober Jocks decorating every leaning and reclining place.  Many were 
without their Bonnets and some even without trews.   I was dropped at 
a suitable bed and told that the Regiment was embussing at 5-30 am 
the next morning for the Sennelarger ranges where we would camp and 
do the live firing fortnight. 
 
I arose the next morning to the inevitable batman's 'nice cup of tea' 
which was about 80% overproof whiskey, and on enquiring who I 

should report to he replied “The Kurnel- for all the guid it wi' do ye”.      
On enquiring how I would find and recognise  the Colonel, he said 
(translation....)  “Look for a mad bugger wearing an old kilt and 
carrying a Shepherd's crook.” 
 
Amongst the chaos on the parade ground was a mass of figures 
weaving around Bedford Three Tonners and being prodded into some 
semblance of order by splendiferous NCO's with what appeared to be 
loaded Stirling sub-machine guns.   Stood in front of this scene from a 
bad Hollywood Movie was the figure described to me: A Six foot Four 
barrel of a man wearing a decayed kilt and filthy spats, topped off by a 
a standard issue battledress circa  1944 (this was the mid sixties) and 
holding an enormous Shepherd's Crook surmounted with a curled 
goat's horn.   The  battledress was so worn and unkempt that there 
were no visible badges of rank so I was glad that I had asked how to 
recognise the Colonel.   I learnt later this was his  Battle/Camp attire 
 
Stumbling towards him (I had my kitbag and small pack) I saluted and 
informed him I was a temporary replacement subaltern from the 
Territorials.   Looking me up-and-down and then down-and-up he 
exclaimed something like “Well ….-me they must be really short of 
subalterns' and then asked me if I had any Scots antecedents.  I 
truthfully replied  that  my paternal great, great grandfather had taken  
on a Scottish identity and name  on finding there was little trade for a 
Jewish theatre manager in Edinburgh.  Little impressed the Colonel 
asked me if I had any qualifications for supervising live firing and 
range exercises and brightened considerably when I said  that before 
being Commissioned I has been a marksman and weapons instructor 
WO2.    He then roared at a passing Company Clerk, telling him to 
place me and my kit in the Headquarters Company Office Three-
Tonner,  and that he would assign my duties when we reached camp. 
 
We embussed (a laughable army term for climbing into the back of a 
seatless three-tonner) and spent the next five hours hanging on for grim 
death till we reached the camp site.    As this was a permanent range I 



expected that at least we would have a hutted camp but this illusion 
was soon corrected when on dis-embussing a completely flat mud 
plain was revealed stretching to the Polish Border on one side and the 
Baltic Sea on the other.   Presumably in the Western Direction, through 
the mist, was Hambourg  and civilization but of them there was no 
visible sign. 
 
Things got worse when the Colonel said I could start my duties by 
erecting the Mess Tent.   He assigned me to the Company HQ sergeant, 
who said that he would stand next to me and whisper the orders that I 
should give to the tent erecting squad.    This kindness should have put 
me on my guard instantly as there is nothing that the British NCO likes 
better than making a fool of a new officer.   Having disgorged and 
unrolled three elephant sized mounds of canvas and laced them into 
one, we folded half of it back at the roof ridge line and inserted the 
spikes at the top of the king poles.   The king poles were  manhandled 
upright whilst four gangs of four Jocks held onto the guy ropes that 
stabilised the king poles as they rose.   The folded part of the tent roof 
was then pulled out and I began to feel confident that all was well.    
 
That this was a fatal misjudgment was indicated by the sergeant 
interjecting; 'I'll just pop out to see all's well.”   I remained between the  
king poles  increasingly nervously awaiting the sergeant's next 
instruction, but being an ex ranker myself, guessing what would 
happen.    It happened in slow motion with a warbling of Jocks' 
laughter as they let go of the guy ropes.   The tent (the size of a 
medium circus tent) collapsed around me  and I was pressed into the 
mud.    Ten minutes later when I managed to crawl out from under the 
canvas  the sergeant, with a self-satisfied grin, said that I hadn't given 
the order to attach the guy ropes to the pegs and the men 'had got tired'.   
At the mention of the word 'men' I looked around – not a Jock in sight 
– and I turned to the sergeant and said 'Where are the men YOU are 
responsible for?   He blanched and shouted (the standard textbook 
response for a sergeant who realises he is in the manure, but to no avail.   
HIS Jocks had disappeared.   

 
All around were other, semi-hysterical Jocks laughing at the 'guid 
weez' played on me so I detailed anybody who was laughing to be the 
second tent erection party and soon had it up.   That evening an 
unfriendly telephone call from the Polizei revealed the whereabouts of 
our missing Jocks.    With an instinctual ability to detect alcoholic 
beverages they had  decamped to a miniscule village with a bierkellar, 
a German league or so into the mist and were doing what came 
naturally.   We sent out the full guard and three three-tonners  and soon 
had the Jocks back in camp.   The Colonel, surprisingly, was very 
understanding of me but took a hard line with the sergeant, who for the 
remainder of the camp was placed in charge of the Colonel's toy 
soldier collection (more of this below) and came in for much ribaldry 
in the Sergeants Mess. 
 
At the end of a long day I was told I could billet in the Padre's tent  and 
took my kitbag to what turned out to be the most luxurious tent in the 
camp.    Not only were there real camp beds as opposed to 'stretchers', 
but a table, chairs and even a sort of matting carpet on duckboards.    
There was also a strong smell of cigar and whiskey which was not 
confined only to the Padre.  Nor was the Padre confined to a narrow 
view of Catholicism  being one of the most subtle and catholic cheaters 
at cards that I have ever encountered.  During my fortnight he took 
every penny of my special duties salary and a good part of my savings.   
He was worshipped by the men of both Catholic and Dissenting 
persuasions for his ability to make them feel human and wanted. 
 
At this stage I need to explain something of the Regiment and its 
history in case readers are beginning to suspect confabulation on the 
part of the author.   The regiment consisted mostly of inner city 
Glaswegians – many of original Irish Catholic stock.    Since the 
Second World War the regiment had been on permanent Overseas 
Station due to a heinous incident involving drunken Jocks and a 
Nunnery soon after they had won a famous victory over overwhelming 
odds.   One of the methods of recruiting was that Glasgow Hard Guys, 



who pleaded guilty to a crime requiring six months gaol,  were allowed 
the alternative to gaol  of enlisting in the Regiment for five years.   The 
Jocks of the Regiment were therefore the Hardest of Hard Cases.    
This meant they were a superb fighting machine in war but a real and 
present threat to those who tried to make activities and discipline for 
them in peace.   A few years before my attachment some aggrieved 
Jocks had bowled hand grenades into the Officers Mess Tent one night 
and killed several officers without ever being identified!   The regiment 
functioned something like what we would now recognise as a gang, 
with it being held together by the Colonel, whose father and 
grandfather had also been  Colonel  and who had the Highland roots 
that the original Regiment came from.  The Colonel was known as “the 
Shepherd of the Regiment”. In addition many of the older rankers had 
served in the Desert, Greece and Italy with the Colonel and older 
NCO's, like my batman in one engagement  had stood back-to-back 
with the Colonel whilst surrounded  in the dark and had fought their 
way out with knives and bayonets to avoid muzzle flashes locating 
them.   There was therefore a different relationship and behaviour  
between Officers and Men from a 'normal' regiment.  The Colonel was 
a Scots eccentric of the old school and  had, laid out in his quarters, the 
entire regiment in  hand-made tin soldiers with their names.  When he 
was parading the model regiment, and knocked one over, then the 
corresponding man was likely to find himself on a charge. 
 
'Edgy' was not the word to describe the environment I found myself in.   
The jocks were still full of adrenaline from their street fighting with 
the 'Black Watches' and didn't want to be in a wet, muddy camp with 
no facilities for miles.   My third day in camp I found in the dreaded 
Part II orders that I was to be officer of the Guard for the day.  This 
meant that I, a sergeant and four privates were responsible for 
maintaining security and discipline  and that we carried loaded 
weapons.   The daytime went peacefully but as the evening wore on 
the NAAFI tent became increasingly raucous as incredible amounts of 
McEwan's Ale was consumed.   The Guard were formally called out 
when it became apparent that we were not the only ones with live 

ammunition as shots came from the NAAFI tent.   I raced the Guard to 
the Tent and tried to ascertain the problem.   It emerged that a well 
brought up Jock had objected to another relieving himself, without 
leaving the drinking table, and had fired a round from an illegal 
sidearm between the offender's feet. 
 
Such an event meant that I had to order the NAAFI tent closed  when 
officially there was half an hours drinking left.  This produced a riot 
and purple-prosed and faced  Jocks started to move towards us. 
Rembering the hand-grenade incident, I ordered the Guard to cock 
weapons but the sergeant was ahead of me and raised his Stirling sub-
machine-gun  and stitched a neat line of holes in a drooping part of the  
tent roof and released a  deluge of accumulated water.   This only 
slowed  the Jocks advance  and I seriously thought we were going to 
have to adopt the standard response in a riot and shoot a ringleader.     
 
Everything suddenly went silent  and the Guard parted behind me to 
reveal the Colonel, whose toy soldiering had been interrupted by the 
firing.   He said not a word but looked around with the mad eye of 
fighting cock and fixed the foremost men with a look that was demonic.  
He then did something that  showed his understanding of men, 
particularly the Glasgow Hard Men – he bent down and took out of his 
sock  his ceremonial dagger - still not speaking he gestured with it and 
crouched in the Glasgow knife-fighting stance and then waited and 
waited and waited.   Slowly and then increasingly rapidly Jocks began 
to back off and disappear under the canvas tent wall, until there was a 
mass of disappearing, wriggling bodies.  From the night came the cry 
“Mother of God, Run for it. The Colonel's got his knife out”    The 
Colonel never mentioned the problems I had as Officer of the Guard 
and his drawing of a knife on the men was omitted from the  days 
Report.   However as he left the NAAFI tent he turned  to me for a 
moment and winked, before his face turned back  into a demonic mask.   
When I left the Regiment I was given  the treasured X Division cap 
badge  and shared drinks with the Colonel (a bottle of single malt each), 
so I couldn't have done too badly. 


